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Several hints of the presence of a new state at about 95 GeV have been observed recently. The CMS and
ATLAS Collaborations have reported excesses in the diphoton channel at about this diphoton invariant
mass with local statistical significances of 2.9σ and 1.7σ, respectively. Furthermore, a 2σ excess in the bb̄
final state was also observed at LEP, again pointing at a similar mass value. We interpret these intriguing
hints of new physics in a variant of the Scotogenic model, an economical scenario that induces Majorana
neutrino masses at the loop level and includes a viable dark matter candidate. We show that our model can
explain the 95 GeV excesses while respecting the relevant collider, Higgs, and electroweak precision
bounds and discuss other phenomenological features of our scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has been
an incredibly successful framework for understanding
the fundamental particles and forces that make up our
Universe. However, it faces significant challenges when it
comes to explaining two crucial phenomena: neutrino
masses and dark matter (DM). Neutrinos were long thought
to be massless, as suggested by the original formulation of
the SM. However, experimental evidence has now firmly
established that neutrinos do have masses, albeit very small
ones. Similarly, the existence of DM, which is inferred
from its gravitational effects on visible matter, poses
another major challenge, and various theoretical extensions
of the SM have been proposed to account for it. Explaining
the origins and properties of neutrino masses and DM
continues to be an active area of research.
After the discovery of the Higgs boson, which proved the

existence of a scalar field and provided important insights
into the mechanism of mass generation, the LHC has
continued to search for additional scalar particles. In fact,
many beyond the Standard Model (BSM) scenarios include
new scalar states. This is also the case of models addressing
the neutrino and DM problems, which typically require
extended scalar sectors. If these new states have masses and

couplings within the reach of the LHC, their signals may be
hidden in the currently existing searches or show up in the
near future and may appear at lower or higher masses than
the scalar found at the LHC at a mass of 125 GeV. If lighter
states exist, they may be produced given the high energies
available at colliders. In fact, different experiments have
performed searches for low mass scalars in different
channels [1–11].
The diphoton channel plays a crucial role in the search

for new scalar particles at the LHC. This final state allows
for precise measurements and clean experimental signa-
tures, making it easier to isolate potential signals of new
scalar particles amidst background noise. Interestingly, the
CMS Collaboration has been consistently finding an excess
over the SM prediction in this channel at a diphoton
invariant mass of ∼95 GeV [5,6]. The statistical support
for this excess has been reinforced by recent results
obtained after the analysis of the full Run 2 dataset [7].
The excess is maximal for a mass of 95.4 GeV and has a
local (global) significance of 2.9σ (1.3σ) and can be
interpreted as the production via gluon fusion and sub-
sequent decay of a new scalar state, h95. It can be para-
metrized numerically in terms of the μγγ signal strength,
which normalizes the cross section of the process to the
analogous cross section for a Higgs-like stateH at the same
mass. The latest CMS result points to [7,12]

μCMS
γγ ¼ σCMSðgg → h95 → γγÞ

σSMðgg → H → γγÞ ¼ 0.33þ0.19
−0.12 : ð1Þ

The ATLAS Collaboration has also performed searches in
the diphoton channel, although with a lower sensitivity.
A very mild excess in a mass region compatible with
that hinted by CMS was found in their Run 1 analysis [8].
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Their update including 140 fb−1 of Run 2 data appeared
recently [13,14]. Intriguingly, the statistical significance of
the excess increases in the new ATLAS results. This can be
attributed to the addition of more statistics as well as to
several improvements in the analysis. In particular, the
model-dependent analysis presented in this update hints
at an excess, curiously at 95.4 GeV, too, with a local
significance of 1.7σ. We note that this result is compatible
with that of CMS, which ATLAS cannot exclude.
The 95 GeV region is particularly interesting due to the

existence of other excesses hinting at similar mass values.
LEP has reported an excess in bb̄ production at about
95 GeV with a local significance of 2σ [2]. This excess can
be interpreted in terms of a new scalar state contributing
to the process eþe− → Zh95 → Zbb̄, with a signal strength
given by [15,16]

μLEPbb ¼ σLEPðeþe− → Zh95 → Zbb̄Þ
σSMðeþe− → ZH→ Zbb̄Þ ¼ 0.117� 0.057: ð2Þ

Other searches for light scalars in CMS also gave a small
excess in the ditau channel μCMS

ττ ¼ 1.2� 0.5 [10]. ATLAS
has not published any ditau search in this mass region
but has only provided results for scalar masses above
200 GeV [17].
The 95 GeV excesses have received some attention

recently [16,18–43]. We interpret them in a variant of
the Scotogenic model [44], a well-motivated and economi-
cal BSM scenario that incorporates a mechanism for the
generation of neutrino masses and provides a testable
DM candidate. We thus consider the possibility that these
excesses are the first collider hints of a new BSM sector
addressing some of the most important open questions in
particle physics.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows.

Section II introduces our model, whereas Sec. III interprets
the 95 GeV excesses in terms of a new scalar state in the
particle spectrum. The most relevant experimental con-
straints are discussed in Sec. IV, and our numerical results,
which prove that our setup can accommodate the excesses,
are presented in Sec. V. Other aspects of our scenario, such
as neutrino masses, DM, and additional collider signatures,
are discussed in Sec. VI. Finally, we summarize our work
in Sec. VII. An Appendix is also included with some
technical details.

II. THE MODEL

We consider a variant of the Scotogenic model [44] that
extends the SM particle content with nN generations of
singlet fermions nN , n ¼ 1;…; nN , and nη doublet scalars
ηa, a ¼ 1;…; nη. These fields are assumed to be odd under
a newZ2 symmetry, under which all the SM states are even.
This generalizes the Scotogenic model [45], which corre-
sponds to nN ¼ 3 and nη ¼ 1, leading to a setup that

preserves all the positive features of the original model
and offers novel phenomenological possibilities. The ηa
doublets can be decomposed in terms of their SUð2ÞL
components as

ηa ¼
�
ηþa
η0a

�
: ð3Þ

In addition, we include a real singlet scalar S. The lepton
and scalar particle content of the model is summarized in
Table I.
The Yukawa Lagrangian of the model includes the terms

L⊃ ynaαN̄nη̃
†
alα

L− κnmSNc
nNm−

1

2
ðMNÞnnNc

nNnþH:c:;

ð4Þ
where n;m ¼ 1;…; nN , a ¼ 1;…; nη, and α ¼ 1; 2; 3
are generation indices. The Yukawa coupling y is an
nN × nη × 3 object, while κ and MN are nN × nN sym-
metric matrices.MN has been chosen diagonal without loss
of generality. Finally, we define η̃ ¼ iσ2η�. The scalar
potential of the model can be written as

V ¼ VH þ Vη þ VS þ Vmix; ð5Þ
with

VH ¼ m2
HH

†H þ 1

2
λ1ðH†HÞ2; ð6Þ

Vη ¼ ðm2
ηÞaaη†aηa þ

1

2
λabcd2 ðη†aηbÞðη†cηdÞ; ð7Þ

VS ¼
1

2
m2

SS
2 þ 1

3
μSS3 þ

1

4
λSS4; ð8Þ

Vmix ¼ λab3 ðH†HÞðη†aηbÞ þ λab4 ðH†ηaÞðη†bHÞ

þ 1

2

h
λab5 ðH†ηaÞðH†ηbÞ þ H:c:

i
þ μHH†HSþ 1

2
λHSH†HS2 þ μabη η†aηbS

þ 1

2
λabηSη

†
aηbS2: ð9Þ

TABLE I. Lepton and scalar particle content of the model and
their representations under gauge and global symmetries.

Field Generations SUð3Þc SUð2ÞL Uð1ÞY Z2

lL 3 1 2 −1=2 þ
eR 3 1 1 −1 þ
N nN 1 1 0 −

H 1 1 2 1=2 þ
η nη 1 2 1=2 −
S 1 1 1 0 þ
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Here, all the indices are η generation indices, and then m2
η,

λ3;4;5, μη, and ληS are nη × nη matrices, while λ2 is an nη ×
nη × nη × nη object.We also note that λ5 must be symmetric,
whereas λ3;4, μη, and ληS are Hermitian. Again, m2

η will be
assumed to be diagonal without any loss of generality.

A. Symmetry breaking, scalar masses,
and mixings

Wewill assume that the vacuum of our model is given by

hH0i ¼ vffiffiffi
2

p ; hη0ai ¼ 0; hSi ¼ vS: ð10Þ

The vacuum expectation value (VEV) v breaks the electro-
weak symmetry in the usual way. In contrast, the Z2

Scotogenic parity remains exactly conserved due to
hη0ai ¼ 0. The VEV configuration in Eq. (10) imposes

some conditions on the scalar potential parameters due to
the minimization equations

∂V
∂H

����
hHi¼ vffiffi

2
p ;hSi¼vS

¼m2
HvþμHvvSþ

1

2
λ1v3þ

1

2
λHSv2Sv¼ 0;

ð11Þ

∂V
∂S

����
hHi¼ vffiffi

2
p ;hSi¼vS

¼ m2
SvS þ μSv2S þ

1

2
μHv2

þ λSv3S þ
1

2
λHSv2vS ¼ 0: ð12Þ

After symmetry breaking, the real component of the
neutral H0 field mixes with the real S field. In the basis
H ¼ fS;ReðH0Þg, their mass matrix reads

M2
H ¼

 
m2

S þ 2μSvS þ 1
2
λHS v2 þ 3λSv2S μHvþ λHS v vS

μHvþ λHS v vS m2
H þ μHvS þ 3

2
λ1v2 þ 1

2
λHSv2S

!
: ð13Þ

After application of Eqs. (11) and (12), solved for m2
H and

m2
S, this matrix becomes

M2
H ¼

�
vSðμSþ 2λSvSÞ− μHv2

2vS
μHvþ λHS vvS

μHvþ λHS vvS λ1v2

�
: ð14Þ

It can be brought to diagonal form as VHM2
HV

T
H ¼cM2

H ¼ diagðm2
h1
; m2

h2
Þ, where h1 and h2 are mass eigen-

states and

VH ¼
�

cos α sin α

− sin α cos α

�
; ð15Þ

with

tan 2α ¼ 2ðM2
HÞ12

ðM2
HÞ11 − ðM2

HÞ22
: ð16Þ

This mixing angle between the singlet and doublet scalars
plays a central role in the phenomenology of our model, as
we will explain in the following subsection. We focus now
on the Z2-odd scalars ηþa and η0a. We decompose the neutral
components of the ηa doublets as

η0a ¼
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðηRa
þ iηIaÞ; ð17Þ

and they do not mix if we assume that CP is conserved in
the scalar sector. This can be easily achieved if all the

parameters in the scalar potential are real. Again, after
electroweak symmetry breaking, the nη × nη mass matrices
are given by

ðM2
ηRÞab ¼ ðm2

ηÞabþðλab3 þ λab4 þ λab5 Þv
2

2
þv2S

2
λabηS þμabη vS;

ð18Þ

ðM2
ηIÞab ¼ ðm2

ηÞabþðλab3 þ λab4 − λab5 Þv
2

2
þv2S

2
λabηS þμabη vS;

ð19Þ

ðM2
ηþÞab ¼ ðm2

ηÞab þ λab3
v2

2
þ v2S

2
λabηS þ μabη vS: ð20Þ

Notice that the mass matrices for the real and imaginary
components are the same in the limit in which all the
elements of λ5 vanish.

B. Scalar couplings

The couplings of the h1 and h2 scalars to the SM
fermions are determined by the α mixing angle, which,
as discussed below, will be constrained to be small. We note
that the singlet S does not have a Yukawa term with the SM
fermions. Hence, it can only couple to them via mixing
with the SM Higgs H. As a result of this, one of the mass
eigenstates (h1, the mostly singlet one) couples to the SM
fermions proportional to sin α, while the other mass
eigenstate (h2, the SM-like one) couples proportional to
cos α. The same happens for the coupling to WW and ZZ
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bosons and the loop coupling to gluons. However, the one-
loop couplings to γγ and γZ will be affected by the new
particle content present in our model, in particular, the η
doublets. In Fig. 1, we can see the different contributions to
the loop decays hi → γγ. Similar diagrams can be drawn for
the γZ final state. On the one hand, the Higgses will couple
to γγ=Z through the SM loops withW bosons and fermions,
with the largest contribution among the fermions given by
the top quark. On the other hand, the charged η states can
also run into the loop and contribute to the decay through
the ghiηη coupling, given by

ghiηη ¼ ðVHÞi1ðληSvS þ μηÞ þ ðVHÞi2λ3v; ð21Þ

or, equivalently,

gh1ηη ¼ cos αðληS vS þ μηÞ þ sin αλ3v; ð22Þ

gh2ηη ¼ − sin αðληSvS þ μηÞ þ cos αλ3v: ð23Þ

C. Neutrino masses

After symmetry breaking, the nN × nN mass matrix of
the singlet fermions is given by

MN ¼ MN þ 2κvS: ð24Þ

As already explained, one can take the matrix MN to be
diagonal without loss of generality. We will further assume
that κ is diagonal too. Then, the singlet fermion masses are
simply given by mNn

¼ ðMNÞnn ¼ ðMNÞnn þ 2κnnvS.
The simultaneous presence of the y and λ5 couplings and

the MN Majorana mass term (or the κ coupling) leads to
explicit lepton number violation. Neutrino masses vanish
at tree level due to the Z2 symmetry of the model, which
forbids a neutrino Yukawa interaction with the SM
Higgs doublet. However, neutrinos acquire nonzero
Majorana masses at the one loop, as shown in Fig. 2.
This mechanism is exactly the same as in the original
Scotogenic model [44], although our scenario includes a
variable number of N and η fields. The general expression
for the light neutrinos Majorana mass matrix can be
found in [45] where it is particularized for specific
ðnN; nηÞ cases.

III. INTERPRETATION OF THE
95 GeV EXCESS

In the following, wewill assume that the lightestZ2-even
scalar in our model, h1, has a mass of 95 GeV and is thus
identified with the scalar resonance hinted by CMS,
ATLAS, and LEP precisely this energy scale. Therefore,
h2 is identified with the 125 GeV Higgs discovered at the
LHC. In summary,

h1≡h95; h2≡h125: ð25Þ

We should then study whether our model can accommodate
the experimental hints at 95 GeV. In other words, we must
determine the regions in the parameter space leading to a h1
diphoton signal strength in agreement with Eq. (1) that also
comply with the existing experimental constraints. We will
also explore the possibility to simultaneously explain the
other anomalies at 95 GeV in the bb and ditau channels.
The signal strength for the diphoton channel is given in

our model by

μγγ ¼
σðgg → h1Þ
σSMðgg → HÞ ×

BRðh1 → γγÞ
BRSMðH → γγÞ

¼ sin2 α
BRðh1 → γγÞ
BRSMðH → γγÞ ; ð26Þ

where we normalize again to the SM values; the usual
suppression by the α mixing angle has been taken into
account, and BRðh1 → γγÞ is the h1 → γγ branching ratio
in our model. This is modified with respect to the predicted
value for a Higgs-like state with a mass of 95 GeV due to

FIG. 1. One-loop contributions to hi → γγ.

FIG. 2. Neutrino mass generation in our model.
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the presence of the η doublets. The decay width of a
CP-even scalar to two photons has been studied in great
detail [46–48]. With nη generations of η doublets and
assuming diagonal ghiηη couplings, it is given by

Γðhi → γγÞ ¼ GFα
2m3

hi

128
ffiffiffi
2

p
π3

����Xf
NcQ2

fghiffA1=2ðτfÞ

þ ghiWWA1ðτWÞ þ
X

a

v
2m2

ηa

gaahiηηA0ðτηÞ
����2;
ð27Þ

where τk ¼ m2
hi
=4m2

k, and the AiðτÞ functions are defined in
the Appendix. As we can see, the presence of the η doublets
not only modifies the diphoton decay of the mostly singlet
state, but it also affects to the diphoton decay of the SM-like
Higgs. As discussed below in Sec. IV, this feature con-
strains the parameter space from the existing measurements
of the 125 GeV Higgs.
For the bb̄ excess in LEP, we must consider the signal

strength

μbb ¼
σðeþe− → Zh1Þ
σSMðeþe− → ZHÞ ×

BRðh1 → bb̄Þ
BRSMðH → bb̄Þ

¼ sin2 α
Γðh1 → bb̄Þ=Γtot

ΓSMðH → bb̄Þ=Γtot
SM

¼ sin4 α
Γtot
SM

Γtot : ð28Þ

In this case, the mixing angle not only suppresses the
production cross section, but also the decay width of
h1 → bb̄, which can only take place via singlet-doublet
mixing.
As we can see from both signal strengths, the main

features of this model to explain the signals are, on the one
hand, the reduced couplings to fermions and vector bosons
given by the mixing of the singlet state with the doublet,
which introduce powers of sinα in the observables of
interest. This allows one (i) to evade the existing limits
from LEP and the LHC on light scalars with masses below
125 GeV decaying into SM states and (ii) to easily
accommodate the correct range of values to explain the
bb̄ excess at LEP. This occurs easily because a singlet of a
mass of 95 GeV with a small admixture with the doublet
will predominantly decay into a bb̄ pair. On the other hand,
the singlet couples directly to the η doublets. This induces,
via loops, the decay into a pair of photons. This feature
allows one to explain in a natural way the diphoton rate at
CMS. We can see that the features for both excesses have
different origins; the bb̄ signal comes through the mixing
with the doublet state, while the diphoton signal is mainly
driven by the singlet couplings. In order to accommodate
both signals, the interplay between the singlet and doublet
components of h1 must be looked for.

Finally, the signal strength for τþτ− is exactly the same
as that for bb̄ in Eq. (28). In fact, our model predicts
μbb ¼ μττ. This obviously precludes our model from
explaining the CMS ditau excess in the same region of
parameter space that explains the LEP bb̄ excess. In fact, as
we will see below, the value of the mixing angle α required
to explain the ditau excess is too large, already excluded
by Higgs data. Therefore, the CMS ditau excess will be
interpreted as an upper limit instead.

IV. CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a 95 GeV scalar that could lead to an
explanation to the anomalies in the data is subject to
different constraints.
First of all, there are some theoretical constraints that

affect the parameters of our model. Such constraints
involve mainly the parameters of the scalar potential.
First of all, we demand all the quartic couplings in the
potential to be below

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4π

p
in order to ensure perturbativity.

Furthermore, we demand the potential to be bounded from
below to ensure that we have a stable global minimum. This
requirement is rather complicated in the presence of many
scalar fields so we apply a copositivity requirement. To the
best of our knowledge, the relation between copositivity
and boundedness from below was first discussed in [49].
We express the quartic part of the scalar potential, V4, as a
quadratic form of the real scalar fields in our model,
φ ¼ fS;ReðH0Þ;Reðη01Þ;…;Reðη0nηÞg, as

V4 ¼ Λabφ
2
aφ

2
b; ð29Þ

where the matrix Λ encodes the parameters of the scalar
potential. The copositivity requirement is then given by

V4 ≥ 0: ð30Þ

This is the condition that we impose on the scalar potential
of our model. Although being overconstraining, once the
potential passes this requirement, it is guaranteed to be
bounded from below. For more details, we refer to the
Appendix of Ref. [45], where this general approach is
described.
Furthermore, several experimental searches are sensitive

to the spectrum of our singlet extension of the Scotogenic
model. In that sense, the most important searches are the
ones provided by colliders. Since the Higgs sector gets
modified with respect to the one of the SM, one must
ensure that all our predictions are in agreement with the
existing collider measurements. We remind the reader that
we have adopted a setup characterized by a light scalar
around 95 GeVand a SM-like Higgs boson at 125 GeV. In
order to take into account the bounds on the 95 GeV scalar,
we make use of the public code HiggsBounds-v.6 [50–56],
integrated now in the public code HiggsTools [57]. This code
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compares the potential signatures of such a scalar against
BSM scalar searches performed at the LHC. A point in the
parameter space of our model would be excluded if its
signal rate for the most sensitive channel exceeds the
observed experimental limit at the 95% confidence level.
Moreover, as a 125 GeV SM-like Higgs boson has been

observed at the LHC, we ask the second scalar state to be in
agreement with the experimental measurements of its
signal rates using the public code HiggsBounds-v.3 [58–61]
that is also part of HiggsTools [57]. This code constructs a χ2

function using the different data from the measured cross
sections at the LHC involving the measured 125 GeV
Higgs boson. For that purpose, we provide the code with
the rescaled effective couplings for the different sensitive
channels in our model. Once the χ2 function is built
for a point of the parameter space, we compare it with
the result of the fit for a 125.09 GeV SM-like Higgs boson
with HiggsBounds-v.3, χ2SM;125 ¼ 152.49, and impose that the
difference between the calculated χ2125 and χ2SM;125 is less
than 2σ away from the LHC measurements in order to
consider a point as experimentally allowed. Since we
perform a two-dimensional analysis of the parameter space,
our consideration for a point to be allowed becomes
Δχ2125 ¼ χ2125 − χ2SM;125 ≤ 6.18.
Another point to have into consideration is the fact that the

presence of an SUð2ÞL scalar doublet can induce sizeable
contributions to the electroweak precision observables. In
particular, the oblique parameters S, T, and U are generally
affected by the presence of these particles, but these strongly
depend on the scalarmasses [62,63].When theCP-even and
CP-odd Z2-odd neutral states are mostly degenerate, or
equivalently when the entries of the λ5 matrix are small,
the T parameter imposes a restrictive bound over the
difference in masses between the charged and neutral
states, Δmðηþ;η0Þ¼ jmηþ −mη0 j≲140GeV [63]. Charged

particles are also heavily constrained by different searches at
colliders. However, these searches assume specific decay
modes. In our case, the decay of the charged η� scalar takes
place via electroweak couplings as η� → η0W�. Since all
decay chains must include the DM state, this eventually
leads to missing transverse energy and leptons or jets in the
final state. For that purpose, we impose a conservative limit
on the charged particles given by the LEP experiment of
about mη� ≳ 100 GeV. We impose this bound even if a
detailed analysis could show that the limits might be weaker
in some specific configurations due to the decay modes and
mass differences. Such a detailed analysis is out of the scope
of this paper, which just aims at showing that our model can
accommodate the 95 GeV excesses. The LHC has also
performed searches looking for charged particles that decay
into a neutral one and different objects [64,65]. Although the
current limits on charged particles can reach high values of
the mass, they are again strongly dependent on the mass
splitting between the charged and neutral states, making the
searches almost not sensitive for differences lower than
Δmðηþ;η0Þ≲60GeV. Furthermore, there are searches that
look for charged particles that decay into neutral states
that are close in mass, producing soft objects as final
state [66,67]. These searches aim to cover the gap in mass
values of the previous analyses for charged particles.
Their sensitivity is maximized for mass differences
of order Δmðηþ; η0Þ ∼ 10 GeV, decreasing for increased
values of Δmðηþ; η0Þ, until it reaches Δmðηþ; η0Þ∼
60 GeV,where the searches fromRefs. [64,65] are sensitive.
For that reason, we take the masses of the η doublet in such a
way that fulfil S, T, and U parameters and the collider
constraints. This requirement can be achieved naturally in
this model according to Eq. (20) since Δmðηþ; η0Þ is driven
by the couplings λab4 and λab5 . The first of these matrices has
entries typically smaller than 1, while the second one is
usually very small due to its link with neutrino masses.

FIG. 3. Branching ratios of the h1 scalar into several final states for nη ¼ 2, λ̄3 ¼ 0.55, λ̄ηSvS ¼ 500 GeV, and μ̄η ¼ 1500 GeV.
Left: contours of BRðh1 → γγÞ in the mη − sin α plane. Right: BRðh1 → XXÞ as a function of sin α for a fixed mη ¼ 200 GeV.
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now show our numerical results. For the sake of
simplicity, we will assume in the following that λ3, μη, and
ληS are proportional to thenη × nη identitymatrixInη , that is,

X ¼ XInη , with X ¼ λ3, μη, ληS.
1 Figure 3 shows our results

for the h1 decaywidth and branching ratios into several final
states. This figure has been made with the specific choice
nη ¼ 2, fixing also λ̄3 ¼ 0.55, λ̄ηSvS ¼ 500 GeV, and
μ̄η ¼ 1500 GeV. The left-hand side of this figure shows
contours of BRðh1 → γγÞ in the mη − sin α plane. One can

see that BRðh1 → γγÞ decreases with mη as expected and
gets enhanced for low values of sin α. In fact, the branching
ratio into the diphoton final state can be of order 1 for very
low values of sin α. This behavior is also illustrated on the
right-hand panel of the figure, which shows the dependence
of the different BRðh1 → XXÞ on sin α for a fixed
mη ¼ 200 GeV. The enhancement is caused by the strong
suppression of all the other channels, which have negligible
branching ratios for low values of sin α. This is simply due to
the fact that the h1 ≈ S decay into SM states can only take
place via singlet-doublet mixing. It is important to notice
that for values of sinα≳ 0.05, the branching ratio to a bb̄
pair becomes predominant favoring the LEP signal as was
explained in Sec. III.
Figure 4 displays different examples that prove that our

model can easily fit the CMS diphoton excess. We test here
how the different choices of nη can affect the result of the

FIG. 4. Regions of themη − sin α plane that explain the CMS diphoton excess for fixed values of λ̄ηSvS ¼ 500 GeV and λ̄3 ¼ 0.6. The
colored regions accommodate μCMS

γγ at 1σ, while the solid lines correspond to the CMS central value μCMS
γγ ¼ 0.33. The different colors

are associated to different values of μ̄η ¼ 500 GeV (purple), 1000 GeV (yellow), 2000 GeV (red). The gray band on the left is (in
principle) excluded by direct searches at LEP, although it would be allowed for sufficiently compressed spectra.

1A different choice of the coupling structure, such as non-
diagonal couplings, may result in a higher diphoton rate and may
alter also the bounds from the Higgs constraints. However, the
results do not differ much from the ones considering that the
couplings are proportional to the identity matrix.
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diphoton rate. In order to obtain these solutions, we have
assumed the coupling of the η scalars to the h1 and h2
scalars to be λ̄ηSvS ¼ 500 GeV and λ̄3 ¼ 0.6, respectively,
and we also fixed the value of μ̄η in the three figures to
500 GeV (purple regions), 1 TeV (yellow regions), and
2 TeV (red regions). Then, we found the ðmη; sin αÞ pairs
that can reproduce μCMS

γγ . Furthermore, we also vary the
number of η generations in the model and assume degen-
erate η doublets. The upper left plot of Fig. 4 represents the
solution for only one generation of η doublets. We can see
that the mη range in which our model explains the CMS
diphoton excess depends on the values of μη. For example,
for the lowest value of the coupling, μ̄η ¼ 500 GeV, the
mass of the charged η scalars must be around mη ∼
100 GeV to compensate the low value of the parameter,
whereas for larger values of the coupling, the η masses can
reach ∼180 GeV. In the upper right plot of Fig. 4, we can
see the case of two generations of η that have the same mass
mη1 ¼ mη2 ¼ mη. With two generations, the diphoton rate
increases, and, for this reason, the CMS diphoton excess is
explained for greater values of the η mass. Something
similar happens in the case of three generations, shown in
the lower pannel of Fig. 4. In this case, the mη value
required to accommodate the CMS excess can be as high as
300 GeV when the μη couplings are of the order of 2 TeV.
In general, we can see that introducing more copies of η
allows for their mass to be larger while still fitting the CMS
diphoton excess, although this could be achieved with only
one generation.
It is important to note that an explanation for the CMS

diphoton excess can be found for small values of sin α, in
the ∼0.02 ballpark. This may be surprising at first, since
such low values of the singlet-doublet mixing angle
strongly suppress the production of h1 at the LHC.
However, the existence of the low α region is due to the
abovementioned increase in BRðh1 → γγÞ, see Fig. 3,
which compensates for the reduction in the production
cross section. In fact, one can estimate a lower limit on
sin α, below which h1 cannot fit the CMS diphoton signal
strength because the required branching ratio into γγ would
be larger than 1. The production cross section for a SM
Higgs that decays into a pair of photons at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV is
approximately σH × BRðH → γγÞ ∼ 0.125 pb [7]. Then,
assuming the hypothetical scenario with BRðh1 →
γγÞ → 1,2 one finds the limit sinα ≳ 0.0215 for the central
value of μCMS

γγ and the range sinα≳ ½0.027 − 0.017� taking
the 1σ region. This is precisely what determines the low α
region observed in Fig. 4.
Given that some regions of the mη − sin α plane con-

sidered in Fig. 4 have small sinα values, one may wonder
about the decay width of h1. We note that h1 must decay

promptly for our explanation of the CMS diphoton excess
to work. We explore this in Fig. 5, which shows contours of
cτh1 in the mη − sin α plane for a variant of our model
featuring two generations of η doublets. We see that h1 has
a short decay length, well below that regarded as prompt,
even for small α angles. Again, the reason is the enhance-
ment of the diphoton decay channel.
Let us now consider the LEP bb̄ excess in combination

with the previously discussed CMS diphoton excess. One
can see in Fig. 6 the region of the ðmη; sin αÞ plane where
both excesses can be explained. As discussed in Sec. III, the
charged η scalars not only affect the h1 diphoton rate, but
also modify the one for h2, already measured at the LHC.
This implies limits from Higgs data, displayed in this figure
by the dark gray area, which is excluded at 95% CL. One
should notice that the LEP excess can be explained in a
region of parameter space that lies on a high value of sinα
and is mostly excluded by Higgs data. However, there is
still a portion of the allowed parameter space where both
excesses are explained. As expected, this portion involves
lighter charged η scalars when fewer generations are
considered. With the specific values chosen in this figure
for the λ̄SηvS, λ̄3, and μ̄η parameters, the required η masses
range from ∼130 GeV to ∼220 GeV. Finally, we note that
the dark gray area in Fig. 6 depends very strongly on the λ̄3
value. This can be easily understood by inspecting Eq. (23).
For some values of λ̄3, the gh2ηη coupling becomesOð1Þ and
excludes most of the parameter space due to Higgs data.
However, one can choose specific values of λ̄3 that induce a
cancellation in the gh2ηη coupling and make the constraints

FIG. 5. Contours of the decay length, cτh1 (in mm), of h1 in the
mη − sin α plane for a variant of the model with two generations
of η doublets. The colored region explains the CMS diphoton
excess at 1σ with two generations of η, λ̄ηSvs ¼ 500 GeV,
μ̄η ¼ 2000 GeV, and λ̄3 ¼ 0.6.

2It is important to note that this limit is just hypothetical. Once
it is reached, then the singlet cannot be produced in the LHC.
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from Higgs data less stringent. Our choice λ̄3 ¼ 0.6 is an
example of this.
Alternatively, since the LEP bb̄ excess is not very

significant from a statistical point of view, one can interpret
it as an upper limit on the eþe− → Zh95 → Zbb̄ cross
section. In this case, we conclude that the restrictions
imposed by the LEP search in this channel are compatible
with the areas where our model can explain the diphoton
excess in CMS. The case of the CMS ditau excess is
similar. The value of sinα that would be required to explain
this excess is quite large, above the current limit. The
minimum value of the mixing angle in order to explain this
signal would be sin αmin ∼ 0.7. However, as there is only
one search by CMS at still low luminosity and there are no
more searches, we consider this excess as still not signifi-
cant. We can again interpret it as an upper bound on the
pp → h95 → τþτ− cross section. In this case, we conclude

again that the region of parameter space where the CMS
diphoton excess is explained respects this bound.

VI. DISCUSSION

Once shown that our scenario can accommodate the
95 GeV anomalies, let us comment on some other aspects
of the model that have been ignored in our previous
discussion. This is the case of neutrino oscillation data.
As already explained in Sec. II C, neutrinos acquire non-
zero masses via loops involving the Z2-odd states Nn and
ηa. Therefore, the resulting neutrino mass matrix depends
on their masses, as well as on the λ5 quartics and the y
Yukawa couplings [45]. For specific values of nN and nη,
the y Yukawa couplings can be readily written in terms
of the parameters measured in oscillation experiments
using a Casas-Ibarra parametrization [68] adapted to the

FIG. 6. Regions of the mη − sin α plane that explain the CMS diphoton and LEP bb̄ excesses. The region that explains the CMS
diphoton excess at 1σ is shown in light red for nη ¼ 2 (top panels) and 3 (bottom panels). We have fixed λ̄SηvS ¼ 500 GeV and λ̄3 ¼ 0.6,
while the trilinear μ̄η takes the values 500 GeV (left panels) and 1000 GeV (right panels). The area that fits the LEP excess in bb̄ is shown
as light orange, while we show as a dark gray shaded contour the area that is disfavored at 95% CL by Higgs constraints.
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Scotogenic model [69–71]. However, we note that the y
Yukawa couplings do not play any role in the 95 GeV
collider phenomenology.
The Scotogenic variant discussed here also contains a

DM candidate. In this family of models, one usually has
two options: fermion (N1) or scalar (η01) DM. However, in
order to accommodate the 95 GeV anomalies, we require
relatively light η doublets, with masses mη ≲ 300 GeV for
nη ≤ 3.3 This is too light to accommodate the DM relic
density determined by the Planck Collaboration [72]. In
fact, the scalar DM scenario resembles the inert doublet
model [73], which is known to fully account for the
observed relic density for DM masses in the 500–700 GeV
range [62,74–76]. In contrast, mη ≲ 300 GeV may lead to
underabundant DM, hence requiring an additional DM
component. While this is generally true in the inert doublet
model, in the presence of singlet fermions, their coanni-
hilation effects [77] or late decays [78] can lead to an
increase of the relic density and allows it to saturate its
observed value for DM masses below 500 GeV. We should
also note that we consider more than one generation of η
doublets. This variation of the Scotogenic model deserves
further investigation since it may lead to novel possibilities
in scenarios with scalar DM. Alternatively, we may con-
sider scenarios with fermion DM. This candidate is known
to be potentially problematic due to existing tension
between the DM relic density (which requires large y
Yukawas) and constraints from lepton flavor violating
observables (which require small y Yukawas); see, for
instance [79]. Two interesting scenarios emerge:

(i) mN1
≪ mη0

1
. If the DM particle N1 is much lighter

than the η states (for instance, mN1
∼ 100 GeV and

mη1 ∼ 300 GeV), the y Yukawa parameters must be
adjusted properly to suppress the contributions to
μ − e flavor violating processes, such as μ → eγ,
while being compatible with neutrino oscillation
data. This scenario, whether obtained simply by
fine-tuning [79] or by enforcing some textures for
the Yukawa matrices [80,81], is perfectly viable. It
would be characterized at the LHC by the pair
production (due to the Z2 symmetry) of η states,
which subsequently decay into the invisible N1 and
leptons: η01 → N1ν and η�1 → N1l�. This scenario is
constrained by existing searches for sleptons, which
would have a very similar phenomenology in both
R-parity conserving and violating supersymmetry
(see, for instance, [82–85]). Furthermore, a light N1

may also contribute to the invisible decay of h1
(if mN1

≤ mh1=2) and/or h2 (if mN1
≤ mh2=2). In

fact, the h1 → N1N1 invisible channel may easily

dominate the h1 decay width and preclude an
explanation of the 95 GeV excess.

(ii) mN1
≲mη0

1
. If theN1 singlet is almost degeneratewith

the lightest η states, coannihilations become efficient,
and the DM relic density is more easily obtained
[77,79]. This enlarges the viable parameter space of
the model and leads to novel signatures at the LHC. If
the mass splittingΔm ¼ mη�

1
−mN1

is small enough,

the decay η�1 → N1l� may involve a long decay
length, hence producing charged tracks at the detector.

Finally, in parameter points with mN1
≈mhi=2, the

annihilation cross section in the early Universe gets
enhanced due to resonant effects. In such cases, one can
achieve the correct DM relic density without invoking large
couplings. This is a generic feature that does not affect the
previous discussion.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have shown that a theoretically well-motivated
model can accommodate the diphoton excess hinted by
CMS and ATLAS at 95 GeV as well as the hint for a bb̄
excess at similar energies by LEP. Our model is a minimal
extension of the Scotogenic model and, besides addressing
these collider anomalies, also provides a mechanism for
the generation of neutrino masses and a testable dark
matter candidate. We have allowed for variable numbers
of generations of the Scotogenic states N and η and
discussed our results for several choices of interest.
There are two CP-even (and Z2-even) scalars: h1 and h2.

The lightest of these states, h1, is identified with h95, the
hypothetical scalar that is responsible for the γγ and bb̄
excesses at 95 GeV, while h2 is the Higgs-like state
discovered by the CMS and ATLAS collaborations in
2012. Our numerical analysis shows that the excesses
can be accommodated in our model in a large fraction
of the parameter space. The viable region is characterized
by sizable μη trilinear couplings and leads to η scalars with
masses below ∼300 GeV (∼180 GeV) for nη ¼ 3 (for
nη ¼ 1). As expected, a larger number of η generations
implies larger contributions to the h1 diphoton coupling
and enlarges the viable parameter space.
Our scenario has a rich phenomenology, both at colliders

and at low-energy experiments. The nature of the dark
matter candidate and the particle spectrum determines
the phenomenology at colliders. Depending on the mass
differences between the lightest Z2-odd fermion and
Z2-odd scalar, one expects monolepton events including
missing energy or charged tracks at the LHC detectors.
In addition, the usual lepton flavor violating signatures,
common to most low-energy neutrino mass models, are
expected, too. Therefore, our setup not only is well
motivated from a theoretical point of view, but also has
interesting phenomenological implications.
We conclude with a note of caution. Although the

coincidence of several excesses, hinted by independent

3The explanation of the diphoton excess involves the charged η
states, not the neutral ones considered here. However, the mass
splitting between charged and neutral components is small since
it is controlled by electroweak symmetry breaking effects.
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experiments at the same invariant mass, is highly intriguing,
their relatively low statistical significance implies that more
data is required to fully assess their relevance. We eagerly
look forward to future updates on the 95 GeV excesses.
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APPENDIX: LOOP FUNCTIONS

The loop functions involved in the calculation of
Γðhi → γγÞ are given by [46–48]

A0 ¼ −½τ − fðτÞ�=τ2;
A1=2 ¼ 2½τ þ ðτ − 1ÞfðτÞ�=τ2;
A1 ¼ −½2τ2 þ 3τ þ 3ð2τ − 1ÞfðτÞ�=τ2; ðA1Þ

where the function fðτÞ is defined as

fðτÞ ¼
8<:

arcsin2
ffiffiffi
τ

p
; τ ≤ 1

− 1
4

�
log 1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−τ−1

p

1−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−τ−1

p − iπ
�
2

; τ > 1:
ðA2Þ
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